Abstract-Two new algorithms are presented for the segmentation of a white Gaussian-distributed time series having unknown but piecewise-constant variances. The first "sequential/minimum description length (MDL)" idea includes a rough parsing via the GLR, a penalization of segmentations having too many parts via MDL, and an optional refinement stage. The second "Gibbs sampling" approach is Bayesian and develops a Monte Carlo estimator. From simulation, it appears that both schemes are very accurate in terms of their segmentation but that the sequential/MDL approach is orders of magnitude lower in its computational needs. The Gibbs approach can, however, be useful and efficient as a final post-processing step. Both approaches (and a hybrid) are compared with several algorithms from the literature.
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background
S OME signals can be considered as having sections of different stochastic behavior, and it is often of interest to isolate these from each other for further analysis. Examples of such signals include speech, in which the segments may represent different phonemes; images, where they are different objects; and condition-monitoring, with cracks and other such important messages. An especially motivating application here is passive sonar signal processing, in which segments can be transient signals themselves or may represent discrete parts of the cycle of behavior of a longer signal to be characterized, in fact, rather as a sequence of phonemes can elucidate a word or phrase. At any rate, the segmentation of signals has received reasonably extensive research attention [5] , [4] , [15] . Most approaches are based on maximum likelihood (ML), and some researchers prefer methods using least-squares criteria to avoid specifying the distribution of the process [18] . This paper focuses on the ML approaches. Since segmentation is a combination of parameter estimation and hypothesis testing, general gradient-based optimization techniques are a poor fit. It is known that "brute-force" searching for the solution of the optimal ML segmenter is generally NP-hard, but by as-suming statistical independence between the segments, the optimal segmenter can be posed to be solved, with drastically reduced computational load, via dynamic programming (DP) [7] , [16] or simulated annealing (SA) [19] . However, DP or SA implementations are still computationally uncomfortable when the number of data is high.
Suboptimal alternative methods have been proposed to lighten the computational complexity in many applications. Forexample, in speech analysis, methods based on sequential estimation (like Brandt's generalized likelihood ratio (GLR) method [6] or the divergence test [2] , [4] ) have been successfully applied. Reduced performance is observed in those implementations, and various tunable thresholds are required. The choices of these tend to be empirical and tailored to the application.
To overcome the disadvantages of thresholding methods, techniques using the minimum description length (MDL), which is a principle originally proposed as an estimation criterion to minimize the coding length of data [21] , have recently proposed and studied, especially in the image segmentation area [20] , [27] . These methods employ the description length as the merging criterion. The basic idea can be described as of beginning with an initially over-segmented partitioning (like small square blocks in an image) and then to perform merging to reduce the coding cost. The notions are admittedly suboptimal and suffer from the need to trade richness of the initial segmentation-preferably high since, because only pure merging is performed, the possible segmentations are a subset of these-against parameter estimation accuracy, which is best served by a coarse initial segmentation.
Therefore, when the number of segments is prespecified, data segmentation is considerably expedited by a DP formulation, but it will be seen still to be quite slow evenin medium scale problems. Without prior number-of-segments information, one must use a penalty on model complexity (i.e., number of segments, and often via MDL), but this further slows DP. Direct speed-up of MDL/DP methods reduces performance through the initial data binning; there are methods that are fast for some applications but seem to require operator "knobs" to work. Is there an application-blind (i.e., reasonably plug-in) segmenter that is accurate, expeditious and finds the number of segments on its own?
B. Problem Description
Probably, the answer is no, unless the number of data, segments or parameters is small. Since we are not particularly interested in small-scale problems, in this paper, we limit ourselves in terms of parameter set. For a time-series, we study the problem of detecting changes in parameters of statistical distributions. Specifically, this paper concerns itself with the case the observation sequence is modeled as white and Gaussian: Its variance is piecewise-constant, and there is no prior information on those (constant) power levels. Phenomena are sometimes modeled as sequences of independent Gaussian random variables for simplicity, for instance, gray levels of images [3] , stock prices [9] , and DFT data [16] ; in addition, in many situations of signal detection, white Gaussian noise is a comfortable assumption. Detecting changes in the variance in a Gaussian sequence is applicable in its own right, particularly in the area of applied economics and finance [9] , [14] . We have also observed that segmentation-by-variance is often a worthy competitor even to algorithms tuned to a different statistical assumption when the goal is the isolation of transient signals from time-series [25] . Further, segmentation by variance is often a worthy prestep for further data analysis, for example, in speech analysis. Some techniques require the data to be segmented into groups of homogeneous observations, such as tests for variance heterogeneity [12] . 1 The homoscedastic segments themselves are of unknown location, duration, and number. However, we will assume that their durations are bounded both from above and from below, and since a segmentation problem fully unconstrained as to the number of segments is trivial, we will adopt a penalty for this model order estimation problem. The situation is depicted in Fig. 1 , and the goal, naturally, is to segment the time series. More precisely, let the series be composed of segments with transition times . The data within segment is assumed to follow an independent 1 Many studies report on segmentation according to the mean of a normal sequence. Here, we study the corresponding problem according to variances, but the techniques are easily extensible back to the mean or on to more general situations, such as scale changes among independent data in other distributions, changes in slopes, and even changes in models. Some situations (such as AR models of different orders) are studied in [26] . and identically distributed (iid) Gaussian distribution with variance and, thus, is characterized by the probability density function (PDF) (1)
Write
, indicating the vector of variances for all segments. As we hope is reasonable, we have as prior information that the segments satisfy (2) meaning that segments are of lengths restricted between and . (These constraints will play a role in our implementation; relaxation of them to triviality is possible, but performance in terms of speed suffers.) It is further assumed that the segments are statistically independent and, hence, that the PDF of the data set is
where , and by definition. It is helpful to recall that (the number of segments), (the partitioning of the data into segments), and (the variances of all segments) are all unknown.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: We first review some previous algorithms, including the ML segmenter using DP and the binary method combined with the MDL [9] ; a segmenter based on Gibbs sampling is derived in Section III; Section IV is devoted to the presentation of the two-stage sequential/MDL approach; and the proposed schemes are applied to simulation examples in Section V.
II. PRIOR WORK
The segmentation problem is to determine , , and jointly which is best to fit the data according to (3) ; there is a relevant literature, and we have already mentioned [6] , [7] , [18] , [19] , etc. Now, if the number of segments were known, a statistically optimal approach would be the ML segmenter, which chooses and to maximize (3) . Unfortunately, neither is this a likely situation, nor is, in any case, the computational cost of this ML segmenter particularly good. To determine the number of segments, two strategies based on the likelihood ratio are [13] and [14] : one based on likelihood ratio tests and the other on posterior odds ratios (a Bayesian procedure). However, the critical values for the former must be obtained by simulation, and they are both computationally intense (especially the latter).
To avoid the heavy computational burden involved in deciding multiple change points simultaneously, many algorithms focus on the detection of change points one at a time. For instance, a binary test statistic based on the likelihood ratio was used and then compared with a critical threshold in [12] , the cumulative sums of squares is applied and compared with a specified critical value in [14] , and [9] combines a binary procedure with the MDL principle. Different detection statistics are adopted in these algorithms, but they are alike in that the search is made iterative by separating one series into two subseries-this is a reasonable idea, but there can be some suboptimality in that past decisions are not re-examined.
The purpose is to find efficient simplified realizations that find the number of segments automatically, and we want to avoid threshold tuning in the implementations. This naturally leads to the MDL principle as in [9] : An information criterion such as MDL is very attractive when estimation includes not just parameters (such as variances and change points) but also model-complexity (such as the number of segments). Indeed, an MDL algorithm using DP is studied in [16] ; it is a nice approach, which satisfies the second and third of our requirements, but speed is not its strong suit. We can, we believe, do better, and we will present that beginning in Section III. First, however, we give brief background on white Gaussian segmentation via DP, determination of segment number via MDL, and Chen and Gupta's nice segmenter from [9] , to which we compare our work.
A. Maximum Likelihood Segmenter Using DP
The ML segmenter is optimal when the number of segments is known. For a reduced computational load DP is adopted [7] , [15] , [16] . For the series , the logarithm of (3) leads to the likelihood function (4) where we define . The ML variance estimate exhibits an appealing substructure [10] , and thus, a dynamic programming approach to the maximization is used. Define (5) where is the ML estimate of with given and . Now, we have the recursive DP implementation (6) where the appeal to indicates that the constraint (2) is satisfied for all , and indicates the restriction (7) (See Appendix A for the proof.) Note that since only needs to be computed at each step, the computational complexity is reduced substantially as compared with an exhaustive maximization. The solution for the overall segmentation problem manifests itself for and , and note that the section-length restriction (2) is incorporated.
B. Unknown Number of Segments: MDL
Suppose the series truly consists of an unknown number of segments; any attempt to estimate it by maximizing (4) will yield as many partitions as possible. Since Akaike introduced his information criterion (AIC) for model selection [1] , many authors have contributed other such penalties to determine the number of segments; unfortunately, there is no agreement on what the "best" approach is or, in fact, even if there is such a best approach [17] .
There is some degree of acceptance of the well-known MDL principle, which was originally proposed by Rissanen in [21] and [22] to minimize coding cost (description length) in the context of parameter estimation. Its general form is (8) where means description length function, is the pdf of characterized by the parameter vector , and is the parameter description length. Based on the two-part coding strategy, a common expression of the parameter description length is . In this paper, to express the MDL formalism similarly to the ML formalism, we use instead and, hence, have (9) for , where is the length of the time series , is as defined in (6), and is the MDL penalty term, where is the total number of parameters estimated for segments. The segmenter (9) is optimal in the MDL sense. The estimate of is given by MDL (10) with and determined by the segment-length restriction (2).
The MDL principle is adopted here. In this and the next section, it is used to decide the total number of segments. In Section IV, it is employed as a criterion to detect new changes and to merge adjacent over-segmented sections.
C. Binary Method by Chen and Gupta (CG)
A number of quick and sub-optimal methods have been proposed in the literature. We are particularly interested in the binary segmentation method of [9] due to its simple implementation, good performance, and the fact that it uses the MDL criteria, which make it a reasonable candidate to be compared with our algorithms later. This method combines a binary procedure with the SIC principle. The basic idea is that a simple binary test can solve the single change problem: Does the currently-examined data record contain one segment or two? The process is then repeated for each sub-series, and overall, we have the following.
1) Use the MDL principle test for a single change for the original sequence. 2) If there is no change, stop. Otherwise, the detected changepoint divides the original sequence into two subsequences. 3) For each subsequence, detect a single change as in step 1). 4) Continue this process until no more changes are found in any of the subsequences. It is straightforward to include the constraints (2) in this implementation, and we have done this.
III. SEGMENTER BASED ON GIBBS SAMPLING
The segmentation problem can be regarded as one of estimation with high parameter dimension-estimating the transition times and the variance within each segment. Recently, the Gibbs sampler, a popular but computer-intensive approach based on the Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) notion, has found widespread use in estimation problems with high dimension [11] , [24] . The attraction of the Gibbs sampler is its conceptual simplicity and ease of implementation; a disadvantage is that it relies on stochastic integration and can be numerically hungry. We first briefly introduce the idea of the Gibbs sampler and then develop our Gibbs segmenter to estimate the transition times .
A. Gibbs Sampler
A brief description of the Gibbs sampler is given here as in [24] ; see [8] for a detailed tutorial. Let and be unknowns and observations. Suppose we have a posterior joint density and are interested to in obtaining characteristics of the marginal density (for ), such as its mean. When a large number of parameters are involved, the most natural and straightforward approach, integrating out the rest of the parameters, is infeasible due to high dimension.
Instead, to avoid multidimensional integrals, the Gibbs sampler suggests generation of a sequence of that follows the distribution without requiring . Given an arbitrary starting set of values and with the iteration index set , the notional Markov updating scheme simply iterates as follows.
• ; • Draw from ; then, draw from ; and so on up to drawn from . Thus, each cycle requires the generation of scalar random variables. After iterations, we have ; in steady state, the sequence of is a realization of a homogeneous Markov chain. Under mild conditions, it has been proved that the distribution of (and each , ) converges geometrically to the joint density [and the marginal density ], as . In theory, any degree of accuracy simply requires taking large enough.
From the above description, it can be seen that random numbers following the distribution are obtained by utilizing distributions , which are conditioned on previously generated random values. Based on these random numbers, it is possible to study the characteristics of .
B. Gibbs Segmenter
In our problem, the transition times are unknown parameters to be estimated, based on the observations . Our basic idea is to apply the above Gibbs sampler to generate random samples of , where is distributed according to a posteriori , and then estimate each transition time from the corresponding sample mean. The conditional posterior distributions are necessary, so we obtain those first.
Suppose the series is known to include segments. We can rewrite the PDF (3) as (11) where the ML estimate . According to Bayes, the joint posterior PDF of the transition times has the form
Since there is no special knowledge available about except the length constraints (2), we choose a prior for that has minimal impact on the posterior distribution; we acknowledge that this is a Bayesian approach. The prior we use is (13) where is 1 if the length constraints (2) are satisfied by and 0 otherwise, and is the total number of possible choices of . We also have (14) for , where , and in which and are the ML estimates. The derivation of (14) is in Appendix B.
Using the above, and considering MDL for the case with unknown , the Gibbs segmenter proceeds as follows. 1) Set . 2) With the number of segments , draw the sequence .
For
3) As desired, the estimate of can be obtained from the sample mean. Since the Gibbs sampler normally requires an initial transient period with length to converge, we estimate via (15) for , where denotes the "floor," the next lowest integer. 4) With the estimate of from (15), calculate the likelihood (16) where is the ML estimate of with given and . 5) Write the MDL based on the Gibbs estimates as length of (17) If and , let and return to step 2). Otherwise, go to step 6). 6) Finally, we have (18) and the estimate under this . As can be seen, the procedure is very simple and relatively straightforward to code. Its disadvantage is solely in the need for a great many simulation samples.
are used in our implementations.
IV. SEQUENTIAL/MDL SEGMENTER
This is a two-stage procedure. First, a rough segmentation using a simplified GLR method, and in which the MDL criterion is employed, is implemented for the time series; this is repeated for its time-reversed counterpart. Results from this first stage are combined and further processed to obtain more reliable segmentation. We apologize in advance for a somewhat involved notation. 
A. Simplified GLR Method
Since the signal within each segment is assumed to be homogeneous zero-mean Gaussian and characterized by the variance , the GLR method consists of continually detecting parameter changes, i.e., starting from the location of the previously detected boundary. Its implementation is described as follows.
1) Initialization: Set , and set the index of the current segment to . Since the length of each segment is in the range of , , we regard as the first segment by setting and calculate the ML estimate correspondingly.
2) Change Detection:
Since there is at most one change during any interval of [due to the length constraint (2)], only two situations (hypotheses) are possible for the sequence : for such that for for (19) where and are distinguishable (in the MDL sense), and is selected to satisfy the length constraints (2). According to the GLRT formalism [23] , , , and are replaced by their maximum likelihood estimates. Since we assume the minimum length of each segment is , and since accuracy improves with quantity of data, it is most reliable for us to estimate based on . In other words, as shown in Fig. 2 , the window with fixed length is used to estimate the variance for the data within the window , and this obtained is used in testing (19) .
We thus estimate (20) Now, there are either one or two segments in observations . We employ the defined in Section II-B to determine the number of segments :
The update is carried out as follows.
• No new segment: If , meaning is preferred, then no change is recognized. We update and, therefore, . The current segment index is unchanged.
• New Segment: Otherwise, if , a new segment is indicated, meaning is preferred. We set , . Note that is readjusted by to improve the accuracy, where yields the MDL (22) and and are updated correspondingly. We then update .
3) Finish:
If the end of the time-series has not yet been reached, continue this procedure by going back to step 2) until all samples have been visited. We thus obtain estimates of the number of segments , the change instants , and the vector of segment variances . This "rough" (Stage 1, or simplified GLR) procedure usually yields a reasonably good segmentation, and in some applications, it may be desirable to stop at this point. However, for improved accuracy, use of the following (Stage 2) "refinement" stage is indicated.
B. Segmentation Scheme
As indicated earlier, the scheme operates in two stages, as shown in Fig. 3 . Notionally, since in the first "GLR" stage no joint estimation of transition times is explored (the decision of changes is instead made continually), it may be helpful to further adjust the transition times locally. To this end, we introduce a second "refinement" stage to improve the accuracy of segmentation. It may be unnecessary, but as will be seen, it can significantly improve accuracy with modest cost. At any rate, if refinement is desired, then the simplified GLR method from Section IV-A should be performed twice: once with the time series as given and once again with its time-reversed version.
Stage 1-Rough Segmentation: We apply the simplified GLR method from Section IV-A to segment the original series , recording the results as . Similarly, we segment the time-reversed series and record the final results as -ideally, these "reversed" results should coincide with the original ones, but in practice, there is always a discrepancy. Both sets of results are among the candidates for the segmentation of .
Stage 2-Refinement: Both and contain information about the correct segmentation. These are blended and improved as follows.
• Find the Common Detected Changes in and : If a change is indicated both in and , where and are close enough to each other [defined as ], it is reasonable to assume that a change truly occurs in the range between the minimum and maximum of the pair. We save all such "commonly"' detected changes.
• Erase the Gaps: We assume the existence of a change instant, indicated by , within the data (since a "commonly" detected change is observed from and ). Therefore, is estimated via its ML estimate (23) where is defined as in (5), and satisfies the length constraint (2). The variance is also updated correspondingly. Applying the above gap-erasure procedure to all the commonly detected changes, we now record the overall results on by the estimates .
• Make Adjustments for Adjacent Segments: We can further adjust the results to increase the overall likelihood of with no change of the number of segments (24) for . Repeat this process until there is no change in . Record the final results as .
V. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS
Due to the complex nature of segmentation, it is impossible to characterize the performance of an algorithm except in the (trivial) case that the series consists either of one or of two segments only. In such cases, an analysis similar to that in [14] could be derived. However, conclusions from such analysis can be skewed toward segmenters that "prefer" a minimal segmentation, and hence, performance comparisons are based on simulations.
A. Some Performance Measures
A "good" segmenter should find a number of segments that is close to correct; it should locate the beginnings and ends of these segments reasonably accurately, it should provide for each segment a good estimate of the variance; and it should be expeditious.
We intend to report directly on both the first and the last of the above: the number of segments found versus the true number and the time needed for implementation. With regard to the first-a measure of the performance in terms of the estimated number of segments -we consider its average absolute error and its standard deviation (25) in which means standard deviation. It is clear that makes more sense than the simple average of since the empirical mean could obscure large fluctuations in the detected number of segments.
To evaluate performance with regard to the second objective is not straightforward since if the number of segments discovered is incorrect, any measure of the variability of the segments' locations will be wildly skewed. As such, we propose , which is a combined measure of adherence to the second and third objectives above: the relative distance between the true and the estimated standard deviations. We calculate as (26) where and are correspondingly the true and estimated standard deviation vectors with length , with the true standard deviation for th observation and defined similarly. The smaller , the better performance a segmenter provides. 2 
B. Results
In all the simulations of this section, normally, and unless stated otherwise, the length of each segment is bounded between and , and the true standard deviation for each segment is randomly chosen from between 1 and 10. The Table I .
As an example, we now apply different schemes to the segmentation of a Gaussian series with zero mean and piecewiseconstant variance, as depicted in Fig. 4 , for which . The true change instants are indicated in the top plots. With the adoption of the simplified GLR method, the results for both the time-series itself and its time-reversal are shown in Fig. 4 (a) and (b), respectively. Some common change instants can be clearly seen, but it is also clear that the results do not coincide. The refined segmentation is shown in Fig. 4(c) , and the results from the DP, Gibbs, and CG methods are shown in Fig. 4(d)-(f) , respectively. In this example, we found that the final results in Fig. 4(c) perfectly matched the results using the DP method. The CG method introduced in Section II-C over-segmented the series. We also compare the PM measure from (26) in Table II , and the results there tally with the more qualitative ones from Fig. 4 .
A Monte Carlo comparison is shown in Table III . Each datum is calculated from 200 simulation runs, and for each, the overall data record lengths vary randomly according to segment lengths, such that (for example) with segments, the time series may be as short as 960 and as long as 6000 samples in length. In terms of , an interesting picture emerges. First, based on the average error, it appears that the number of segments recognized by both the and schemes (the proposed sequential/MDL method, respectively, the basic version without and the enhanced version with the second "refinement" stage) are by far the most accurate. Each seems, in fact, to be considerably more accurate than (the DP/MDL scheme). The unscented Gibbs sampling scheme -that is, Gibbs sampling using a uniform initialization, which is the most reasonable choice when no prior information is known-appears to match DP; this is gratifying since in theory, they should eventually converge to the same estimate. In terms of the standard deviations, DP provides the most stable estimate, and the scheme is the second best; however, all are comparable in this measure. Overall, it would appear that is best in terms of estimating the number of segments.
Computational cost is important, and in this regard, the binary method of Chen and Gupta (CG) [9] is the winner. The new sequential/MDL approach is good too: Scheme requires a computational cost comparable with that of the CG method with the gap closing as the complexity of the problem (number of segments/samples) increases. As expected, the method is expensive, and this expense grows (quadratically) quickly with problem size. The scheme is more parsimonious with computation than is , which is perhaps a surprising result given that Monte Carlo methods are not notable for celerity, but both the and versions of the sequential/MDL approach are quick in coming to solutions, with the latter requiring approximately triple the time of the former for its additional refinement. Note that although the DP scheme is intelligent in reducing the original exponential computation burden, an unacceptable increase with record length is inescapable-the sequential/MDL and CG schemes have a computational load that is approximately linear in the number of samples.
Turning to the performance measure of (26) , which places greater stress on sample-by-sample accuracy than on segment breakpoints, it becomes clear that while the new scheme is both quick and good at finding the number of segments, there is some room for improvement as regards accuracy as compared with DP. In fact, is good at discovering a breakpoint between segments and roughly locating it but is slapdash at its precise placement. In this regard, it benefits considerably from the refinement stage in . Scheme has performance similar to, but slightly better than, the CG method. They both focus on detecting a single change and use essentially the same criterion, but while the CG method can be regarded as a top-down search, is bottom-up. The measure PM casts the method unfavorably.
Is there some way to be more accurate still? The Gibbs approach spends much of its time coarsely "hunting." If this part of its duty is taken over by the quick schemes , , or CG, and the Gibbs approach is reserved for a final super-refinement, then we can be more accurate. We report on three hybrid schemes , , and in which Gibbs sampling begins, respectively, from the solutions of the basic or refined sequential/MDL methods or from the CG method. The estimated number of segments is clamped to the values passed from , , or , and for speed (and since these have already been seen to be accurate), Gibbs does not attempt to refine them. 3 The performances of the combined schemes are very good: The of the TABLE I scheme is actually very close to that of the DP ( ) scheme. The price paid is, naturally, in terms of computation: All require more computation than the refined version of the new sequential/MDL scheme (around five times as much). It is worth mentioning that as the length of each segment increases, the relative computational cost will decrease.
VI. SUMMARY
Two schemes for the segmentation of a Gaussian time series with zero mean and piecewise-constant variance have been presented. Aside from bounds on the lengths of segments (which may, at the cost of reduced speed, be trivial), there is no prior knowledge, in terms of number of segments or a menu of possible variances, that is required at all.
The sequential/MDL scheme has two stages. First, a rough segmentation is obtained via a simplified GLR method; second, the results from this first stage (run in both forward and backward directions) are refined to provide more reliable results. The number of segments is limited via an MDL penalty term. In terms both of estimating the true number of segments and of matching the locations and variance values of these segments, the scheme is remarkably good.
The new approach is comparable with the nice "Binary" segmenter of Chen and Gupta (CG) [9] in terms of computational time but is considerably more accurate in its segmentation. As compared with the fast dynamic programming (DP) version of the optimal segmenter (also incorporating MDL to determine the number of segments), rather surprisingly, the new approach appears to be more accurate than DP in estimation of the number of segments, although DP appears to have the advantage in the precise estimation of the segments' breakpoints. Further, and certainly as important, the computational burden of the new scheme is much lighter than even than the efficient DP version of the ML/MDL segmenter. Specifically, the numerical burden of the new schemes grows approximately linearly with the number of samples in the time-series, whereas DP is quadratically complex. There are several additional features of the sequential/MDL approach. First, the simplified GLR method (i.e., , the first stage alone) itself could be used as an online segmenter-that is, without using the second refinement stage-and the numerical load can be further reduced, at a small expense in terms of accuracy. Second, no tunable thresholds are required in proposed implementations-the method can be considered as a "plug-in" algorithm. Third, the ideas are quite flexible: Although the schemes have been exemplified for the special case of an independent Gaussian time-series with segments defined by variance, modification to other independent-sample cases (e.g., Gaussian shift-in-mean or exponential shift-in-scale) is straightforward via the likelihood function.
A second segmentation algorithm based on Gibbs sampling is also presented. As with many Monte Carlo methods, its strong point is simplicity rather than efficiency: Its computational load is lighter than that of DP but is of the same order of magnitude. The Gibbs scheme was originally developed as a performance reference for the two-stage approach since, aside from variants of DP and the CG method, there do not appear to be reasonable tuning-free algorithms to which we can compare our method. However, it is found that the Gibbs approach can operate nicely when initialized on the output of the sequential/MDL scheme, either with or without the second "refinement" stage, or by the binary method of [9] .
The choice of algorithm depends on the need to trade speed for accuracy, but the new approaches are very appealing with regard to the following concerns.
Estimation of Number of Segments:
The new sequential/MDL schemes appear to be the best in this regard and are considerably improved with respect to the CG, Gibbs, and DP. The hybrid schemes , , and use the values for passed to them by , , and , respectively. Level and Breakpoint Accuracy: It is observed that accuracy, in the sense of each sample's estimated variance being close to the true value, is a different concern than that of estimation of the number of segments. In fact, however, all schemes are reasonably accurate, with the nonhybrid schemes ordered , , , CG, and then . The hybrid scheme has accuracy that is comparable with the best.
Computational Load: Here, the differences are immense, where DP is very time-consuming (and scaling poorly), and the Gibbs approach is similar. The other algorithms are orders of magnitude lower: The ordering is CG is lightest, then , then , and then (similar to ). Note that requires computational cost similar to (about 20% worse than) the CG method.
Ease of Implementation: The Gibbs scheme is quickest to implement, followed by the basic form of the new sequential MDL approach and the CG approach. DP and the hybrid (multistage) schemes are, correspondingly and naturally, more burdensome to program.
In summary, the speediest algorithm is the nice binary search of Chen and Gupta. This is orders of magnitude faster than dynamic programming or Gibbs sampling. The new method is only slightly slower than the Binary search but is considerably more accurate in terms of the number of segments found. At approximately triple the computation (but still comparatively light), the refined version of the new algorithm delivers a considerable increase in segmentation accuracy, and if ultimate accuracy is desirable-much better than dynamic programming-the approach can serve as initialization to a new Gibbs-sampling segmenter ( ).
APPENDIX A DERIVATION OF (7)
A. Necessity:
Since and , we get that until (27) In addition, consider and and hence, we get
Therefore, considering (27) and (28), we have .
B. Sufficiency: (7)
If , then , and assumption of (7) (14) Assume is uniformly distributed as in (13) . Now, , for , is not a function of as long as (2) is true. We have (29) for .
APPENDIX C STAGE 2-REFINEMENT
Suppose represents the result from the forward simplified GLR method in Section IV-A and from its backward cousin. is the total number of nearly common transient times in and . It is reasonable to assume that a change truly occurs in the range between the minimum and maximum of each pair of .
2) Solve Subproblems: Based on the common changes represented in the matrix , divide the original time-series into subseries, and segment each such separately. We employ the results from the simplified GLR method to keep computation low. [See (30), shown at the top of the page.] Therefore, the segmentation results for each subproblem is stored in for . Note that we have and by definition. 3) Erase the Gaps. 4) Make Adjustments for Adjacent Segments: Finally, we record the results as .
